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I’ve received many interesting, well-focused and clear responses to the first three discussion

prompts but I thought it might be helpful to note some common pitfalls and how to avoid

them. Please remember that this is not intended as a balanced picture of your collective work

so far — I am deliberately ignoring all the good things you are all doing!

Not answering the question

Remember that you cannot get credit for an answer to a different question no
matter how brilliant. It is surprisingly easy to begin answering the question only to end

having answered a quite different one. There can be various reasons for this. I’ll consider two:

• First, you may get carried away with enthusiasm and either fail to notice your diversion

or find yourself so impressed by your masterpiece that you cannot bear to abandon it.

The best solution is to avoid being diverted in the first place. Failing that, you need

to identify and rewrite whatever is irrelevant to the question. I do know (really!) how

painful this can be but sometimes it is the only way1.

• Second, you may not feel as confident answering the actual question as you do answering

a different one. This is sometimes because a different question appears (and may actually

be) easier or more manageable. Nonetheless, you need to tackle the more difficult one

even if it is more challenging.

One form of this concern sometimes seems to stem from a sense that giving and supporting

your own view may seem harder or riskier than explaining somebody else’s. But if you

are asked for your view, you cannot answer the question by explaining somebody else’s.

(If I ask you whether you would like dessert, your replying that Greg only wants coffee

will hardly count as a satisfactory answer!) It is perfectly acceptable to endorse a view

held by somebody else (attributing it, of course) and to then defend it, explaining why

that person’s reasons are compelling or adding additional reasons of your own. (If I ask

for your view of a political candidate, you might use points made by a columnist but I

will expect you to explain why you think her points are especially compelling. After all,

other columnists no doubt disagree.)

Wasting words

You have only 300–400 words. Even short sentences are quite expensive. For short responses,

you do not need to introduce the topic or summarise your conclusions2. Be a word miser,

jealously guarding every word. Every sentence must earn its keep or face the consequences.

Take your axe to whole paragraphs if they do too little work. You need to be brutal.

Too many and/or too long quotations

True of most philosophy papers but especially short ones: avoid quotes if at all possible; where

essential, minimise. This is connected with the previous points: giving your words to somebody

else wastes them. Keep as many as you can for your use. Generally, you should not need to

1. What I tend to do is put my cuttings aside for “later use” thus deceiving myself into half-believing that
my efforts may not have been entirely in vain!

2. Conclusions are always a bad idea but introductions are necessary in longer assignments.
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include quotations at all — it is better to explain the idea in your own words. Occasionally,

you may wish to quote a word or phrase. This will usually be because you wish to discuss its

meaning. Think very hard indeed before including a whole sentence!

Too few examples

It is often difficult to make an abstract point clear without a good example. Do not hesitate to

include examples. Your own, original examples are fantastic. You can draw on your imagination,

your experiences, fiction, non-fiction, things you hear on the bus. . . . You should also feel

free to use examples discussed in the texts. Sometimes philosophers use very carefully chosen

examples and in these cases you will almost certainly need to discuss the same example. There

are, indeed, whole literatures discussing particular examples and variations on them. Just

remember to attribute your examples unless they are entirely your own inventions.

Poor citations and referencing

Many people do an admirable job. Some do a stellar one. Everyone else should review the

information in the Student Handbook. Although formatting is not unimportant, the crucial

thing is to make sure that all the really important information is included3.

• When you use a direct quote or mention a specific idea or point, you need to cite not just

the work but the particular location of the quote, idea or point. So if you mentioned, for

example, Rawls’s principles of justice, you’d just cite the appropriate work(s) but if you

were discussing a particular statement of them, you’d also give the appropriate section

and/or page number:

“Justice as fairness” is one development of this idea (Rawls 1999).

Rawls’s final statement of the two principles of justice thus includes reference to the principle of
just savings (1999, 266–267).

Your list of references does not need to be included in your word count.

Using a spell checker

This is not, strictly speaking, a bad idea. I would be lost without one. The danger lies in

relying on it too much. Remember that computers are dumb. Even Macs. Remember that

your spell checker is not infallible.

• Four instants, bare inn mind that you’re spell cheque makes it vary easy two right the

wrong word inn the write whey.

• Your spell check is also likely to object to perfectly good words such as ‘consequentialism’,

‘communitarianism’ and ‘deontological’, and proper names such as ‘Rawls’, ‘Nozick’ and

‘Nussbaum’4.

3. The best way to get consistent formatting for citations and reference lists is to let a computer do it. Even
this is no guarantee in part because it still relies on relatively consistent human input (often lacking in my case)
and in part because the job is a complex one and therefore subject to grey areas, ambiguities and exceptions of
the sort computers are typically spectacularly poor with.

4. Top suggestions include ‘Awls’, ‘Kinnock’ and ‘Alumnus’. I think that my spell checker may need
professional help.
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• Should you be the privileged owner of a word processor, especially a sophisticated one,

you will need to ensure that it is not automagically “helping” you by “correcting” your

work. To do this you may either turn off this “feature” or aggressively scrutinise your

work, checking and rechecking that your “misspellings” have not been transformed. It

will help to “teach” your spell checker the new words but turning off “autocorrect” is

probably a better and less frustrating option in the long term.

Try to read your work through after setting it aside. Since these are short, weekly responses

the scope for this is obviously limited but even setting it aside while you have a cup of tea

before reading it through may be helpful. It can also be helpful to read your work aloud. This

can help you to identify awkward sentences, repeated words and typos. If you do not like

talking to yourself, find your cat or borrow a neighbour’s but be warned that she5 will either

try to eat your paper or fall asleep on your keyboard.
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Annotations

If I’ve written “NR” on your response it means that you are not entitled to revise and

resubmit this particular assignment. This applies if you turn your response in after the class

during which the prompt is discussed. If you think I’ve made a mistake, please let me know. If

you did not attend the relevant class and extenuating circumstances applied such as illness,

sick child, family crisis etc., let me know as you should not lose the rewrite option in this case.

If you cannot read my writing, decipher my abbreviations or understand my comments,

please feel free to ask.

5. The cat — not your neighbour. If your (human) neighbour behaves like this, you should probably consider
moving.


